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HHMiHUvr,M--*Hm   b  IN  ii   »-UK Ub/    fly  Major üanitl M.   Kruigcr, UbM, 
4/  pagis. 

Deception  is  a subject tnat  has  drawn   iiicreased  emphasis in  ■mrary 
si-ijdies  in   recent   years.     Within our  Mrny MI  are undertaking concerted 
etforts  to   improve our  capabilities in   this  area.     In • broader  arena,   it   is 
our   most   poMerful   potential  enemy who  has drawn attention   and acclaim  in  the 
irt« Df  deception.     Numerous authors have noted the  increased emphasis of 
•asiriferlra   in boviet military  thought   and warned ot   the vulnerability 
ot   the western powers to such  a  practice. 

Mrus  Monograph studies evolving  u.a.  Mrmy  doctrine tor  deception  and 
soviet  mskirovka  doctrine in  order to  develop  a comparative analysis of   the 
two concepts.    While appropriate manuals and  regulations are drawn  on  to 
establish   the essence ot  our doctrine,   boviet   concepts are examined primarily 
through  the numerous open source writings on  this topic.     Historical  examples 
from the second world War  are  included  for the illustration of U.a.   and 
boviei doctrinal   concepts in execution,     wrue the applicability ot  deception 
at  an  levels of  war is recognized,  this monograph focuses on deception at 
the  tactical   level. 

Ihis   study finds that  there are  great  similarities between  u.a.   Hrny 
deception  doctrine and Mviet  §»skirovk».     it  also finds numerous  subtle but 
sigmticantvdifferencesibetween  the two bodies of thought   including 
difterences/in scale, emphasis,  purpose,  scope, planning  technique«, 
attention  to advanced technoiogie«:,  and  integration  with broader  doctrine. 
Uiftenng  U.b.  and  boviet perspectives  on the  principle of  surprise,  and  the 
place that  surprise holds within the respective doctrines,   are key  to much  of 
tne contrast between oi:r  deceptive practices  and boviet easiirirofka. 

ihis  monograph concludes by offering four  doctrinal   improvements that 
are  suggested by  th:s comparative anal vsis.-.   urst,   the principle  ot  surprise 
needs to be given  more emphasis  in the  context  ot our HirLand battle 
doctrine,     becond,   we need to simplify  and integrate efforts taken under  the 
separate banners  of deception,   uKbbl,   camouflage, and other  programs related 
to  tue principles  of security  and surprise in  our doctrine,     ihird,  our 
dotttine neeos to  emphasize more easily  attainable deception objectives  that 
ir.ciude  inducing  the enemy not   to act   rather   than act, reinforcing 
preconceptions,   and  increasing  ambiguities.     Lastly,   below   the guiding 
principles  ot  doctrine there  is  a neeo   for specifics  that   will  support   the 
?xecur.abi 11 ty of   deception by our   «rmy. 
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I.  INIKÜUULI1UN 

"Mil uMrfdfp is bdsprt on ilectption."  bun llu 

Liuriiiq the 4th century H.l., the Lhinese qenerai bun Izu sstablisned in 

int Mrt 0< war_ a doctrmt i or strategy and tactics that is founded on deception 

and rapid strikes at enemy vulneradt1ities,  bun izu s concepts tor deception 

included not only concealment ot his own dispositions and intentions but also 

misleading ot the enemy to false perceptions ot these same elements.  He 

wrote that "the ultimate in disposing one s troops 11 to be without 

ascertainabie shape," and that "the enemy must not Know where 1 intend to 

give battle. '  Beyond the passive object ot simply denying knowledge ot his 

dispositions, he encouraged manipulating the enemy in accordance with the 

eneiny s own desires and perceptions in order to set him up tor a surprise 

itrtke, by such actions as to "pretend inferiority and encourage his 

arrnqance," and to "entice mm with something he is certain to take."'- 

Measures to accomplish these aims included deliberately giving fabricated 

information to "expenoabie" secret agents,  hiriaily, bun ITU recognized that 

rapidity ot nis own action and movement is what transformed confusion or 

misperception into exploitable surprise,  "bpetd is the essence of war.  lake 

advantage ot the enemy s unpreparedness....ihis summarizes the essential 

nature of war....and the ultimate in generalship. "^ 

More than ^,iiU(j years later Llausewitz considered deception and surprise 

in writing his treatise, Un War.  Llausewitz took his typically dialectic 

approach to this subject as he recognized the importance ot surprise in 

theory, but was pessimistic toward its application in reality.  Hccording to 

Liausewitz, the desire to surprise is universal and "basic to all operations 

for without it superiority it the decisive point is hardly conceivable."4 He 

M-ea secrecy and speed as the factors that produce surprise,  becrec/ n 



accQiTipi isned  by  being   "cunning,"  and  uiaueewitz   asserted   that   cunning   iz a 

ray quality tor  tommanaers,   but  tecs  iinportant   tt.on  ficrci aabitlon,   Mill 

pcwer,   and  coup  a  oeil.     While dealing  witn  tne  topics  ot   surpriii and 

cunning  within  the   strategic  context,   he  recognized  that   surprise  lApacti  war 

at. Dotr.  the  strategic  and  tsctical   levpis,   thouofi  dit + frentiv.     burprise  i« 

one   it   the cited  factors that  yield an  advantage   to  tne  detetdar  at  Dot'   tne 

tactical   and  strateoic  levels.     However,   Llaustwitz   wrote   tnat   actually 

aciiie/inq  surprise  requires   "favorable  conditions  whicn   are  rut   ottea 

present,   and  can  rarely be  created by  the general."^    He   säN  the  tine  ar.d 

space  factors ot   the  higher   level   o«   war  as  nmiting  tne  feasibility   c* 

achieving  surprise   and  for   this  reason  declared   surprise   ai  basically   "a 

tactical  device."   biatlarly,   cunning  actions taken  only   tor  appaarances ann 

to confuse the enemy   "should  not  be considered  as  a siqnific.-nt  indtpcndent 

field  of  action  at   the disposal   of  tne  comnander. "^ 

flany  analysts   argue tnat  tlauseuit:   s  views   on  surprise  may n^e  oeei. 

.and  for  Harfara of   his day  out,  unlike much  of   his other  tnoughr.   havn roi 

stooa  the test  ot   time to remain  valid  for  w,3rfarf> today.     in  his essay, 

"Uausewitz   in  the   Mge  of   lechnology,"   nichaei   Handel   e.<aniini;s  Llauscwi t: i an 

thoughts  in   today's   context   of   war.     Hmong  his  conclusions  are  that 

technology has  transformed   surprise   "fron a  course of  action    highly 

attractivce   in  theory    to  an  ever-present  possi1111ty- "'     While  technclogv   has 

.'astly   increased  our   intelligence  collection  capabilities,   reliance  on   tnese 

capabilities  creates  potential   for  surprise through  cunning  and  deception, 

lechnology  has  also   increased  the  tenpo  of   war   to   a  point   where  reaction  tim^ 

can be  as  uttie  as   a  lew  soconds  to  a  tew  minutes  over   the  r?ngo  troin 

tactical   to  strategic  warfare.     L.J.   uici   recomnends  that   it   tacea  by   the 

boviets   in   war.   Western  armies  today   should   accept   that   they   will   be 

surprised.     "NMIU  senior  commanders  would  do  well   to  plan   on  the  basis   that 



thty Mill   (not lay)  01 tht victiat of ttratigic turprit«...At thing« itind at 

prutnt, tht bovttti Mill bi able to iopo«o thoir ttylo of wartart on NWIU."0 

iht a«alga«attd concopt of caiouflagt,  conctalitnt,  and dtctption  i« 

•xpnttid by tnt »oviott with tht ttrt *Mftirota*a Nmii diract 

translation! of tht tinglt Mord  "ias<riroi'iraH tay vary,  tht Utfense 

inttlligtnct Agtncy conndtri "dtctption" at tht closest single word tngiisr 

language translation.*'     interestingly,   the second  edition ot  the breat  üoyivt 

tncyciopeaia parenthetically define? tnt tern "wiskirovaa" as  "tilitary 

kmxroit,"  a ttrt for  which LiauttNitz't "cunning" Mould bt an  acceptable 

translation.tu 

Mhlit tuch of  Llaustwitz s trtattant of surprise cm bt ditaisstd as 

possibly applicablt in hi« tint but not today,  ht addrtsscd two issuts that 

do «tit rtitvant to our situation of today, facing a poisiblt confrontation 

Nith tht boviit«.     iht first i« tht conctpt of autual  «urprnt« by tht 

offense and tht dtttnst,  "in Mhicn cast tht «idi Mill bt justified and 

succeed that ha« hit tht nail io«t squarely on tht htad."11    iht second i« hi« 

asstrtion that u«t of cunning I« tort apptaiing to tht Mtaktr tide. 

Iht U.b.  Arty ha« historical txptritnct in conducting dtctption 

optration« and alto ha« currant doctnnt that Mill  guidt our dtctption 

tffort« in tht ntxt Mar.    However,  it stees to bt tnt soviet capability for 

dtctption that i« touttd as tht factor to bt reckoned with «hould war break 

out bttMttn tht tMO nation«.    Whtthtr thi« perception i« justified or not, Mt 

«hould invtstigatt tht Soviet conctpt of iaHtirovlta in order  to tvaluatt our 

OMn dtctption doctnnt and dtttrtine hoM Mt tight itprovt it.     this paper i« 

focused on that purpose. 

In pursuing thi« alt,  1 Mill fir«tly review U.b.  Arty dtctption 

doctnnt, drawing fro« our currtnt aanual« and rtgulation« for deception and 

rtiattd arta«.    in «xaaining our doctnnt for dtctption thi« «tudy Mill focus 



on  the basic  question« of   how it  it ditined,  wnat  purpose it  tultuis, how   it 

tits   into the content  of   broader  doctrine,  how   it  is   Accomplished,   how it   is 

pidnneü,   and  how  it   is contrulied.     w historical  exaiapic NI 11   re reviewed   to 

illustrate our deception  concepts  in  execution,     the  boviet  concept   ot 

task irivka  will   then be   examned   in  a  similar   manner,   drawing  primaniv on 

recent Soviet  open  source  writings on   this subject,     äelected  boviet 

historical  cxamp'es will   be reviewea  also to  illustrate the concept  o4 

»isk irovki   in  execution.     1  will   tnen  continue  with  a   comparative analysis  ot 

the  two doctrines and tinaiiy otter  conclusions as to  what  the study ot 

• a?Jriroi'*a  reveals about   our  own  deception doctrine and  how  it suggests we 

miqnt   improve  it. 

ueception  is a concept  that  is applicable across   the levels ot   Mar, 

ihis  monograph will   tccus  on  deception  at the  tactical   level.     Mccurdinq  tc 

our  doctrine,   tactical   deception  includes deception operations conducted  at 

echelons corps and below   (bUtt).     lo maintain  a  similar   perspective   in 

examining boviet  concepts,   the tocus ot  this study concerning  mskir nvkt will 

be  at  the equivalent   command  levels,   army and  below. 

11.     bHiiLthituu  utLtMlUN--« U.b.   Hrny  Wartiqhting uapabilitv 

ihe United  btates Hrny  doctnnally  recognizes deception  as a torn ot 

support  to  the execution   ot  combat  operations.      ihe urrny s current   tieid 

manual   tor   deception  is  i-n  VU-Wi   IjCttol   Ueception,   published  in August 

iv/u.     in September  IVdä,   the U.b.   Hrmy  lombined (irms   Lombat   developments 

Hctivity published  a hieid  Lircular  vu-^,  ueception upe£ations Manning 

binde,   to augment  the tield manual  with  emphasis on   "how to."   Hoth  the manual 

ana   the circular  will   be  superceded by  a new l-n  VW-*,   battiet^eld Uect^'ion 

which  has been completed   in  final   dratt  torm and  is currently   in the 

publication  process.     While the new manual  contains significant changes in 



terms  ot tcopt and approach,  auch  of  the conttnt of  the previous publication! 

it incorporattd in  the  new «anual.     in addition to the planning and e^ecuiion 

guidance set   forth  in   the deception  manual,   the ftrny  prescribes policy  for 

tactical   de-cption   in   Hritiy   Hegulation  tt2S-/l,   .Ijctical   Ueception   ( I HL-ui 

Koiicy  duemOWf Lawouflaqe.  lonttrsurvei llance,  and toncealient >.      hrom a 

broader perspective,   the Mrey addresses deception Hithin the context of 

HirLand  Battle  in its  keystone Marfighting manual,   m  iuu-a,  Uperations. 

Hüdi 11 onai ly,   deception  is addressed  within HK ä^ä-^'U,   uomrand,  Lontroi , 

Lummunications Lount^ermaasures  (L^Ln«,  which  establishes policy for  Ulfl,   of 

which  deception is one ot  tour components,     ihese publications represent  ftrmy 

doctrine as  it  exists  and is currently evolving with  respect to deception  at 

the tactical   level. 

I he uepartaent  ot  Uit?nst Dictionary  of  nmtary  and Wssociateo  leres 

(ivb6;   defines  "niutary deception"  as: 

action executed  to  mislead foreign decision makers,  causing them to 
derive and accept  desired appreciations of military capabilities, 
intentions,  operations,  or other  activities that  evoke foreign 
actions that contribute to the originator s objectives. 

HK did-il narrows the  scope of tactical  deception to that portion  of military 

deception that  is  in   planned and executed by combat,   combat  support, and 

LoniDdt   service support  elements at  corps echelon and  below and  i'il   aimed  at 

hostile elements collecting  intelligence or   information against these 

echelons,     ihe regulation further   identifies two roles of  tactical   deception. 

Ihe first   is  activities which  seek  to   "hide the real,"   the camouflage, 

counter-surveillance,   and concealment  component of   IHL-U.     ihe second seeks 

to  'portray  the false,"  the deception component. 

(he new t-M y«-^   (hinal   üraft»   defines battlefield  deception  as  "tnose 

operations conducted   at  echelons theater   (Mrmy component)   and below which 

purposely mislead enemy decision makers by  distorting,   concealing  or 

falsifying  indicators   of  friendly  intentions,   capabilities,   or disposttons. .it 



LUttleiieid  deception   includes  operations  to deceive  at  Dotn   the  operational 

and  tactical   levels ot   war.     me Manual  delineates  that  operational   deception 

is  generally  the purview ot   theater  army coeponents,   army  groups  or  iieid 

armies   (echelons above  i.orps   (tftui   while  tactical   deception   is  planned and 

executed at echelons corps and  below,    uur doctrine calls  tor  deception to 

be applied  in peace as  well   as  war. 

Ihe purpose for  battlefield  deception,  as outlined   in  our  new manual,   is 

delineated by a specific  objective and then  a range  of   aeneral   goals which 

are situationally applicable.      the objective  is  "to  induce  enemy  decision 

makers to take operational   or  tactical   actions which  are favorable to,  and 

exploitable by,  friendly  combat  operations."^     Ihis  purpose  is  in close 

accordance with that  reflected   in  the previously  cited  Uo\) definition  tor 

Military deception.     Ihe  goals  of  battlefield deception  may  be such functions 

as  masking redeployment,   blocking  identification,   distracting  attention, 

overloading collection  capability,   creating  illusions,   or  conditioning 

expectations,     the end  served  by achievement of  these  goals   it succinctly 

stated  in HK ^tt-ül.     By  minimizing  the effectiveness  of   the  hostile 

commanders    intelligence  capabiltiy,   our  tactical   commanders   "can control   and 

manage hostile commanders    perceptions of  friendly  capabilities and 

intentions."1* 

Deception  is by nature closely  related to the  principles  of   surprise and 

security,     ihe new t-n Hi-2  points out  that,   "deception,  when  properly 

employed,  can  help  create surprise."13     Ihe guidance for  tactical   commanders 

contained  in HK a23'21   is  that   in  addition  to accomplishing  the  assigned 

mission,  surprising  the  enemy  and  keeping  casualties  to a  minimum must  be 

included  in a commander   s   "basic  strategy."   in  its  discussion  of   the 

principles of  war,   Hl   luo-ä specifically  cites deception  as  a  means to promote 

botn security and  surprise,   principles which are  identified  as  largely 



riciprocal concepts. 

ihe roll ot dtception within our broadir doctrine tor war+iqhting is 

described in our keystone manual, t-n lou-5.  Use ot deception, along with 

terrain, weather, and UPbbL, n one ot the ten imperatives ot HirLand Battle. 

Hlso, deception is addressed as a major functional area ot coordinated 

combined ans action,  it is considered as a "vital part ot tactical 

operations as Mill (as campaigns or major operations)."^  in conjunction with 

command, control and communications countermiasures, deception is cited as a 

typical activity conducted as part ot deep operations. 

Ihe role ot deception as a component ot li\M  is emphasized within our 

currently evolving battletield deception doctrine.  "Uiciption should be 

understood to be a tool, which when synchronized with jamming, physical 

destruction, and operations security (UKbbl) activities, can be optimized to 

■ ttectively counter enemy li  capabiltie-.. "1'  ihe new Hi vu-2 calls 

battletield deception "an important foundation to the LJLM strategy tor 

Hiruand battle." ihe relationship ot deception with UKbtL, another component 

ot LiLn,  deserves special attention. 

UPtibL is cited by the new hn VV-i as one cornerstone ot battletield 

deception,  it goes on to say that "UKbbL and deception are truly mutually 

supporting activities." UKbtL establishes the "base ot secrecy" and is the 

"concealment aspect" necessary tor all deceptions,  ihi concipt ot mutual 

support bitween these activities is also expressed within HK s-iu-l, 

uporationsbecurjjy, which conveys that deception can be used to support 

UKbtL as well as be supported by UKbkU bpecitical 1 y, Ufbtl is necessary to 

guard against the enemy s discovery ot the talacious nature ot reception 

operations while deception can be practiced to mislead the enemy concerning 

indicators which he may collect. 

10 guide the execution ot deception, our doctrine establishes principles 



and  recognizes specific  methods  and  techniques for conducting  battlefield 

deception,     ihese principles,   or   maxims  as  they  are called,   could  be 

suffiitidr i zed  as the following: 

ill exploit existing preconceptions. 
til exploit the tendency  to  infer  from liinited data  . 
Hi exploit  the susceptibility  to  conditioning. 
(4) combine the effects  of   various deception  techniques   and  «ethods. 
(3) increase ambiguity  or   increase false conviction. 
(61 utilize assets at  the  right  moment. 
U) defer  indicators of   true  intent  as  long  as possible. 
ito insure feedback. 
(V) recognize the possibility of  undesired effects. 
(lU1   co-opt skepticism through  subtle portrayal. 

ihe principles,  explained  in  detail  Mithin the manual,  are drawn from 

historical  experience,  social  science,  decision analysis,  and  game theory. 

with  the essence of  deception being to hide the real  and  portray the 

false,   it  follows logically that  the means available to a deceiver  include 

all   the methods by which the enemy seeks to collect information on the 

battlefield.     Ihus,  our doctrine  includes visual,  olfactory,   sonic,  and 

electronic methods for  conducting deception,    visual  deception efforts  include 

the use of  camouflage,  smoke,   and dummies and decoys.    Uur  doctrine 

emphasizes that visual   deception   "must  present a realistic  and  complete 

picture"   that  includes all   normal   indicators associated  with  an  activity such 

as  movement  and evidence of   troop  occupancy.lu    uifactory  and  sonic  methods can 

also be used  to reinforce a deception  effort. 

ihe  final  method,   electronic  deception,   is so extensive  as  to  warrant   a 

separate manual  which  is currently being  prepared.     Uur  doctrine draws 

functional   distinctions of   manipulative,   imitative,  and  simulative  electronic 

deception  and further  recognizes  that   within each  functional   area,   both 

communications »nd  non-communications  emissions offer  opportunity  for 

deceptive  effjrts.     Manipulative  electronic  deception   (MtU)   seeks  to  falsify 

information  that the enemy may  obtain  from our  own emissions  by modifying  the 



temnicai characteristics and profiles ot those eniitionf.  laitative 

«Itctronic deception utu) seeks to intrude into enemy systens to introduce 

transmstions that will deceive or confute.  Simulative electronic deception 

(btu) it the generation ot emittiont to reprtttnt tain unitt or activities. 

in addition to the tour deception methods, our doctrine ttta&Uthes tour 

techniques tor executing deception--tne teint, demonstration, ruse, and 

display.  Both teints and demonstrations an special purpose ottentive 

operationt conducted in order to divert the enemy, heintt art limited 

objective supporting attacks, normally executed by brigade or smaller units, 

and are designed to divert the enemy trot the main attack.  H demonstration 

ditters in that it is a snow ot torce intended to threaten attack but not to 

engage the enemy. Muses are "tricks designed to deceive the enemy and are 

"characterized by deliberately exposing talse information to enemy collection 

Means."17 inspiays intentionally present talse information to the enemy s 

surveillance assets by simulating, disguising, or portraying,  bimuiation is 

the projection onto the battlefield ot such things as field fortifications, 

weapons positions, supply dumps, airfields, or bridges.  Disguises alter 

objects Mhich are difficult to conceal completely.  Portrayals pretent 

non-existent units to the enemy or present existing units as differtnt types 

than in actuality, ut course, before any ot these techniques can be 

utilized, a sound deception plan must be developed. 

Uur doctrine emphasizes that deception must be fully integrated with the 

true operation,  in order to insure integration, deception must be considered 

and planning initiated early in the military decision making process for an 

upcoming mission.  Ueception should be included in the commander s planning 

guidance.  ine operations officer prepares a deception estimate that analyzes 

the situation and provides recommendations concerning the use of deception. 

Uur doctrine calls for deception to be used "selectively."^  the factors to 



bt considtrid when determining Nhttnir dtctption should be atttnpttd are 

generally tht information that would bt collected into the situation analysis 

01 tne deception estimate, such at whether the enemy is susceptible to 

deception, the time available, and the resources available,  based on a 

consideration ot these factors and the mission, our doctrine tails for 

deception to be utilwed when there is an opportunity for success and i^nen 

that opportunity justifies the expenditure of the required resources. 

biven the decision to attempt a deception, cur doctrinal planning 

process includes a framework of components that are common to all battlefield 

deception operations,  these components are the deception objective, target, 

story, plan, and events,  ihe objective is the ultimate purpose of a 

deception operation and specifies "Mhat action or lack of action the enemy 

must be made to take at a specific place or time on the battlefield as a 

result of the friendly deception operation. "^1  ihe objective is formulated 

during the estimate process and included in the deception estimate.  Ihe 

deception target is the enemy decision maker who has the authority to effect 

the objective.  Ihe target is identified in conjunction with development of 

the desired perception, the view that the enemy must hold if he is to act in 

accordance with the objective.  ihe information which must be conveyed to the 

target to cause him to form the desired perception becomes the deception 

story.  ihe deception plan then prescribes how the story win oe presented in 

terms of specific operations and techniques,  bvents are detailed actirns 

that convey the story in accordance with the plan,  ihese last four 

components are developed during the preparation of the deception annex and 

are included in that document,  bvents will normally be listed in an 

implementing schedule which serves to identify specific responsibilities and 

coordinate the execution of the plan. 

Planning may actually be conducted utilizing one of four techniques that 
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•re inciudta in our doctrine,  mi preterrtd technique i%  to u«t nor«ai statt 

Operation» with the \ii  having primary ititt ntponiibility.  battlefield 

deception elements, currently being fielded at corps and division levels, 

Miu provide specialized deception expertise to the bi  to plan deception 

operations.  When «ore security is needed planning «ay be conducted by one ot 

three other techmques—coeeander only, close hold, or ad-hoc statt,  the 

commander only technique provides the lost secrecy but tails to capitalize on 

the expertise and manpower ct the statt,  under the dose-hold technique, 

planners troe the various statt sections and perhaps subordinate units are 

detailed to the operations element to assist in the planning ettort. ftn 

ad-hoc statt may be appropriate tor smaller scale operations.^ 

Intelligence support is essential to deception planning and is cited as 

a cornerstone ot successful deception operations.^ i-ouowing bun l:u s maxim 

to "know your enemy," our doctrine emphasizes that deception planners must 

have detailed knowledge ot the enemy situation and in particular, knoHledge 

of his collection capabilities and command and control profile.  During 

execution as well, intelligence support is required to provide feedback, 

heedback is necessary to "gauge the enemy reaction to the deception" and 

"increases the chance tor success in deception operations."''4 

Deception plans must be coordinated at the strategic, operati-.ial and 

tactical levels.  Uur new doctrine clearly delineates planning and control 

resposibilities for these levels by command echelon.  Uperational deception 

operations are an tm-, or in some cases corps, responsibility.  Ihey "most 

normally will be land component-specific, derivative slices of strategic 

deception plans," although these commands are not precluded from developing 

plans independently.''5 Likewise, tactical deception operations, conducted by 

corps and lower echelons, will "most normally be derivative slices of 

operational deception plans." lactical deception plans must be decontlicted 
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•t the optrationtl iivii. Lorpi diciption plant Mill uiualty tirgit tn»ty 

«ray or front livil coaaandari and aay ractivt thi dtctption ttory froa 

hiqhtr coaaand. Divmona Mill not noraally conduct indtpandtnt oparation« 

but Mill uaually racaiva thoir dacaptlon ttory froa the corpt. uivxtion 

docaption oparationt Mill targat raglaant and divition laval aneay coaaandars 

but aay ala at nigh at aray laval.^6 

Mhila MB aay rewrita and laprovt our aanualt, auch o+ the tubttanca ot 

our doctrint car itiii bt taan In our patt txpariancat. n Nail docuaantad 

historical axaapla that raflactt aany tacatt of our currant doctnna it the 

deception undertaken in conjunction Mlth XX Lorpt t operations along the 

noteila Klver in aid-bepteaber 1V44 at part of the imrd Hray s Lorraine 

üaapaign.  XX Lorpt had advanced eatt and by 16  bepteaber had reacnea the 

Hoteile north of netz and had achieved a bridgehead at Hrnavine, soutri ct 

netz,  un 14 bepteaber the Corps ordered a concentration ot its forces in 

order to renew the attack through the Hrnavme bridgehead. Mt the Corps 

regrouped tor its effort in the touthern part of itt zone, it ordered the 

44d Keconnaittance bquadron of the id  Cavalry Uroup to tcreen the corpt north 

flank in a ^-S aile gap that exitted between the Corps s VUth Division and v 

Corpt, the toutharnaott eleaent of hirtt «ray to the north, lo attitt in 

thit ttctor the Corpt planned to conduct a deception, code naaed Operation 

btiitnbUUKb, that Mould portray an araorad division occupying the area 

vicinity betteabourg, Luxeabourg. 

By request, the Corpt Mat tupported by the zm  Headquartert Special 

Iroopt for the conduct of thit deception,  lha 2Jd, a theater attet, Mat 

specifically organized to plan and conduct deceptions and consisted of a 

headquartert coapany, an engineer caaouflage battalion, a coabat engineer 

coapany, a tignal coapany, and a tignal tervica coapany. Half of the Uuu 

aan group participated in Uperation BtiitnauUKB. 
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ihe objfctive Mas "to relieve pressure ot the U Corps bridgehead south 

ot Netz by preventing the enemy froa reinforcing in the Hetz area and to draw 

enemy troops away from the Hetz sector."^  ihe story, developed and assigned 

by XA Corps, was to portray the 6th Hrmored Division, less Loebat Loanand B 

which actually was deployed in the xn corps zone to the south, occupying the 

bettenbourg area starting is bepteeber.  ihe plan, developed by the ^od, 

broke out the elements of the Zid  to portray Coebat coaeands A and K while 

the headquarters portrayed the division headquarters. 

Nith only a platoon of light tanks fron the 4id to augment their organic 

resources, the 2iü  undertook its task by employing radio (Ski)), decoys, sonic 

deception, and special effects. Using its organic signal assets, the 'lit 

became an active station on the corps command and intelligence nets and the 

id cavalry broup command net.  it also established a false 6th Armored 

Division command net with its subordinate commands and a liaison net with 

vuth Division.  Ihe two "combat commands" empiaced a total of /i  inflatable 

CH tank decoys but these were removed after one day for fear of discovery by 

local enemy agents.  Mith loudspeaker systems, tank noises were broadcast for 

four nights. 

'A  variety of actions were taken under the category of "special effects." 

Vehicles were pair.t.-d with 6th Mrmored bumper markings,  boldiers wore 6th 

Armored shoulder pitches and were given a short division history to study, 

üroups of soldiers were purposely sent into the surrounding villages for 

showers and church services and to coincidentally spread civilian awareness 

of the "division s" presence.  Vehicular Movements were staged, specifically 

utilizing the light tank platoon from the 4^d and some organic half-tracks 

from the ilo^d Signal Service company,  bngineers were outfitted as 

divisional Military police and established traffic control along movement 

routes,  ihe deception efforts continued up to 12  September. 
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the results ot tna deception were inconclusive Dy account o+ the aa  s 

own historical records.  Ihey did report that additional forces, the Uerntan 

ibth Division, appeared to their front.  Lanier in the month the 6btn 

Volksgrenadier Division had in tact been ordered for deploynent to that area 

to reinforce the sbJd and btmn Divisions.^b  ihe Ziö  detected increased 

berman patrolling activity and aerial reconnaissance over the bth «rmored 

Division area,  apparently the bernan theater command, ut> Nest, was deceived 

by this effort, as their maps depicted the "14th Hrmored Division' in the 

Hettenbourg area at this time although there was no such unit in theater.^'^ 

However, xx Lorps s offensive out of the Hrnaville bridgehead was stopped at 

the beule Kiver, six miles east of the noseile.  it is speculated that 

reinforcements for the beule Hiver defenses probably cane from a regiment of 

the abvth Division, withdrawn from north of tletz on /U beptember.^u 

While the results of this effort may have been inconclusive, the example 

does present aspects of our current doctrine in action.  Ihere was a clear 

deception objective, story, and plan, though a target Mas not specified. 

Planning was accomplished by normal staff procedures augmented by the 

expertise of a special deception organization.  An array of methods was used 

to convey the deception story to include visual, sonic, and electronic 

methods.  ihe techniques of display, specifically portrayal and ruse, were 

creatively applied in this effort,  ihe use of a special organization to plan 

and conduct deceptions is a concept that was resurrected for ccnsideration in 

the mid-/U s and is now being fielded in the bD s, though at a much smaller 

scale than the 2iü,   in the form of our new battlefield deception elements.■>1 

111. nmkiHUVHM~iH   LUNLkn HND IN UtLUIlUN 

"lo surprise it to conquer."  A. V. buvorov 

before »»skirovk»  is examined, it is important to establish the basis of 
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what conititutif »»skirovkt  "doctrint." Kathir than aanualt and ngulationt 

as is the case +or our doctrine, the bovitti have expressed their concept o+ 

tiskirovkt  in a nuaber ot articles and books that speak to the role ot 

»aikirovk*  in Military art, specifically as a ■«ans to achieve the principle 

of surprise,  these articles, mostly Mntten Mithin the last decade, 

establish a coeeon concept for the subject of taskirovk». 

■here are three threads of continuity that Hind through almost all these 

äoviet writings,  these are an emphasis on historical experience, recognition 

of changes in warfare since that experience, and importance of »askirovka  in 

current military art.  boviet taskirovka  experience during world war 11 

provides a baseline for their current doctrine,  their experiences were both 

nueerous and extensive and over the years they have studied thee rigorously. 

However, the Soviets recognize that warfare has changed, thus this experience 

must be placed in context,  (he three eajor developments that impact on their 

taskirovka  doctrine of today versus their war experience are eore advanced 

means of reconnaissance, the growing nueber of weapons, and the higher tempos 

of attack.-^' Lastly, without exception, boviet authors emphasize that these 

changes have made taskirovka  more, not less, important. 

ihe boviet «reed horces tnctionary ot Basic Hilitary leres (IVöä) 

defines taskirovka   as: 

a fore of support for cocbat operations, its purpose being to 
conceal tne activities and disposition of friendly troops, and to 
deceive the enemy with regard to the grouping and intentions of 
such troops. 

H somewhat more current definition is included in the bovietjlilitary 

bncyclopedia UV/U) which renders the following: 

a fore of security for the combat actions and daily activity of the 
forces; a complex of measures, directed at deceiving the enemy 
relative to the presence and location of forces (tne fleet), 
various combat objectives, their status, battle readiness and 
action, and also tne plans of the command. 
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Levels of aaskirui'k»  art dutinguisned by tne echelon of commana at 

Hhicn it it dirtcttd and by variations in scalt and focus cominensurate with 

tach level.  Strategie »»skirovka   includes actions ordtrtd by the supreme 

command and focuses on maintaining the "secrecy ot preparations for strategic 

operations and campaigns and also disonentation of the enemy relative to true 

measures and actions ot the armed forces." operational tiskirovka  n 

conducted by fronts and armies and "is directed at securing the secrecy of 

preparations for operations." lactical »askirovk»  is conducted by divisions 

and lesser units and is oriented to "concealing preparation for combat or the 

presence of objectives."-^ 

(he immediate purpose of task irovka,   as stated by the first definition, 

is to conceal and deceive.  Although "mislead" or "disorient" or "delude" are 

all commonly used in lieu ot "deceive" the combined concepts of concealment 

and deception is reflected invariably as the crux of »ask irovka  by the wide 

number of boviet authors who have recently written on this subject. Nhue 

concealment and deception arc the essence of aaskirovka,  they are not ends in 

themselves.  Ihe ultimate purpose of lasfcirofHra is to achieve vnezapuost   -- 

surprise. 

burpnse, for the boviets, is a principle of military art.  ihe above 

cited Dictionary sta.es that "surprise makes it posstible to inflict heavy 

losses upon the enemy in short periods rt time, to paralyze his will, and to 

deprive him of the possibility of ottering organized resistance."^4 boviet 

writers have given this topic, as well as taskirovka,  considerable attention, 

rtecent writings have examined the basic psychological and cognitive factors 

that are involved in surprise, its implications tor military units in combat, 

and how surprise may be achieved.  Ms with »askirovka,   boviets recognize that 

surprise is applicable to all levels ot war and distinguish tactical, 

operational, and strategic surprise, boviets alto recognize the ettect ot 
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tue Nith regard to «urpriie and eephasize that it if a temporary condition 

that quickly dissipates through reaction and adjustment,  boviet doctrine 

stipulates that once achieved, surprise eust be exploited to the eaxieue 

extent. Ms elements of surprise are achieved and exploited during battle, 

coRinanders oust continually seek to achieve new elements of surprise. ^ 

While not the sole means, »askirovka  constitutes the most important 

means of achieving surprise.56 Measures to achieve surprise include 

maintenance of secrecy of the aim of upcoming combat, misleading of the enemy 

as to true intentions, preparing secretly, ana camouflaging to deny enemy 

reconnaissance efforts. HU of these are integral to the concept of 

»»skirovk».    Mdditionilly, striking with speed, striking where unanticipated, 

striking with new weapons or varied tactics, along with resourcefulness and 

boldness on the part of the commander are other measures prescribed for the 

achievement of surprise.^ However, it is lasnroi'fra that is cited as the 

'primary" means for achieving surprise ^b 

boviet doctrine includes four principles that must govern for successful 

inkuovki.     though the exact terminology may vary slightly from one article 

to another, these principles are activity, conviction, continuity, and 

variety,  activity refers to persistent and diligent execution by units of 

the entire complex of measures aimed at deceiving the enemy,^ Conviction 

refers ro the convincing quality or believability of deception measures, 

ihis principle is also expressed as plausibility or naturalness,  tontinuity 

calls for constant and timely execution of measures in preparation for and 

during the course of combat operations.4u Variety recognizes that »»skirovka 

must be undertaken cv different measures, developed with resourcefulness and 

cunning for the particular situation and planned combat operation. Patterns 

are to be avoided. 

ihere are four basic methods for th» conduct of »»skirovk»— 
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concealment, simulation, demonstration, and disinformation,  lonceaiment 

"includes the elimination or cutting down on revealing signs ot tne forces 

inniitary objectives) and their activity."41  Ihe immediate purpose ot 

concealment measures is to cause enemy intelligence efforts to obtain false 

data with regard to tne disposition of forces.  Lonceaiment measures are "to 

be carried out by units (subumts) of all arms or services in any situation 

without special instructions of the higher command."^ 

soviet »askirovki  doctrine recognizes and considers the capabiities of 

eneiriy reconnaissance and the activity indicators of their own troop units. 

Ihe various detection meant such as sight, sound, radar, heat, and radio 

intercept are considered, along with tne 1 mutations of each and possible 

countermeasures.  While they give heavy emphasis to use of terrain am poor 

weather conditions, technical means are additionally used to hinder enemy 

surveillance efforts.  Visual reconnaissance is countered by use of terrain, 

vegetation, night, and weather.  Additionally camouflage nets, screens, and 

smoke are «»ployed to hinder visual surveillance.  Use ot terrain, 

vegetation, and local structures as wen as extensive use of corner 

reflectors and interference or shielding screens are emphasized for hindering 

radar surveillance,  taking advantage of weather, heat shields, and use of 

false heat sources are advocated measures for countering thermal detection. 

Kadio silence is prescribed to preclude detection by radio intercept,  in his 

manual on concealment, Ueketov recognizes the advanced technological 

capabilities of U.ti. reconnaissance assets but confidently addresses how 

each of these capabilities can bt mitigated.1^ 

lo insure effectiveness when employing concealment tecnnigues, Soviets 

empnasize strict camouflage discipline and supervision.  Units are expected 

to strictly enforce movement restrictions, weapons fire discipline, lignt 

discipline, sound discipline, and radio communications restrictions,  use of 
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stovt« or other heat «ources «ay bt prohibited to avoid generating a thermal 

signature,  in reviewing World Mar 11 experitncti, instances are described ot 

officers being posted for every i-S kilometers of road and NLU s every 1-2  ke 

tor tne purpose of insuring traffic regulation and camouflage discipline 

during covert «ovenants.4* Aircraft checked column movements and unit 

positions and dropped pennants to the units on the ground if camouflage 

measures Htre violated,  boviet doctrine calls for concealment Measures to be 

thoroughly and constantly checked through all «edia utilized by enemy 

reconnaissance. 

Simulation is the "reproduction of disclosing signs present at actual 

objectives."4b Hlso referred to as imitation, simulation includes the 

establishment of false positions, be they weapons positions at the tactical 

level or assembly areas for mobile reserves at the operational level. Soviet 

writings emphasize the use of equipment mock-ups to establish decoy 

positions, bngineer units may be employed to construct these mock-ups based 

on simple standardized designs,  nock-ups are incorporated with false 

engineer works to portray defensive positions, located to portray false 

attack groupings, or combined with other elements to depict such activities 

as river crossings, logistical activities or even airfields.  Soviets place 

emphasis on "animating" or "Uvening-up" decoys by use of some actual 

equipment, and use of other means to generate the indicators appropriate for 

the objective being simulated.  Explosives, smoke, sound, radar reflectors, 

ano radio transmissions are means commonly used for animating decoys ana 

falte positions. 

uemonstration is the "preconceived display by real units isubumts) ot 

tne movement of troops (forces), the concentration of groups, the carrying 

out ot combat and other actions for the purpose of creating i the enemy a 

talse representation of the intentions of the command in combat 
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(operations)."46     typical   dinonstrations  or  diversionary actions  in  bovict 

experience  include  actions  such  as  strengthening  defensive  positions when 

planning an  attack,   withdrawing  though  intending to   attack,   conductinq  taints 

away  from the axis of   the main  attack,   and conducting   reconnaissance along 

broad  fronts  to avoid  showing  interest   in  one zone.     usmonstration;  arc 

usu.-'.iy  conducted by   limited  forces,   assigned  the appropriate  combat  mission 

for  the desired eHect   but  unaware as to  the true role  of  that  mission.4/ 

Uisintormation   is  the  intentional   dissemination   of  false   information  and 

is  conducted  by making  false reports  via the press,   radio and  television 

broadcasts,   and other   means,     bovitt  experience and   Mntings  show  that while 

the   .-nemy  is  the ultimate  target  audience  for disinformation,   the   local 

populace and  even  their  own  troops  may  he the  immediate targets to  effect 

deception.     Lommand   information  channels  and  unit newspapers   were  coinnoniy 

used  during  the war  for  disinformation.     Mnother typical   technique   was the 

staging of  various activities specifically  for  consumption by   the  populace. 

in  addition to  these  tour  basic  methods,   some authors have delineated 

other  categories  in  which  the measures  for  the conduct   ot  »askirovka can   be 

placed,     natsulenko states that  »asktrovka   is conducted  by application of 

operational   and engineering  measures.4b     ihe  former   include  demonstration 

actions while  the  latter  consist  of  concealment  and   simulation  activities, 

bekrtov offers that   measures can  be broken  down  into   groups  of   organizational 

or   technical   means.4'''     Urgamzatlonai   measures  include  use of   terrain and 

weather   tor  concealment,   camouflage discipline,   and  measures   to protect 

military  secrets,     lechmcal   means  are those  applied   by  engineer  and 

technical   troops and   include concealment  and  simulation  activities   such  as 

painting,   screening,   mock-up construction,   and  smoke   generation. 

H  delineation  ot   »askirovka  means  into  active and   passive measures   is 

also recognized by  several   Soviet   authors  although from dittennq 
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ptrtptctivi«.    üiihivikiy dMcrlbii active ••••urtt at thoaa that raquiri or 

tvokt iBMdiatt raipomt by tht aniay Mhili pattiva ■aatuni do not.bu 

Otaonitration and tiaulation activitin would bf grouped undar tht forair 

Mhui concaalBtnt and disintoraation activitin Mould bi includtd undtr tnt 

lattar.    Shchadrov «tatat that activa ataturai an focutad at dacaiving tha 

anny ai to trua ditpotition and intantion Mhili paniva ataiurai art tocuttd 

on conctaling trut ditpotitiont.bl    Mithin hit activt/pataiva context, 

daaonttration, titulation,  and ditxnfortation activitiot Mould gtntrally bt 

conaidtrtd activt Mhilt conctalatnt  it pattivt. 

Mhili tha purpott,  pnncipltt,  and tathodt ot •»smrovk* at ditcuttad 

hart ara applicable for all  itvtlt,  tha ditttnction betwetn operational  and 

tactical ntsmrovk* at ttattd by the detlmtlont givtn earlier it clarified 

by contraiting the laeedxate aiat and the aaana utilized,    by virtue of tcala 

and the coaeand level involved, operational aastrirovlra it clearly focuted on 

deception to inture tecracy of intention for aajor operationt.    Concealeent 

of true dlipottiont it a largtr coaponent of mkirovk* at the tactical 

level.    HoMever, ttskirovk* at the tactical and operational  level  it 

interdependent and cannot be regarded taparately.    Although the eaphatit eay 

be different at the tactical and operational levelt, effective operational 

»asmrovk» it dependent on effective tactical eeaturtt and convtrtely, 

though  to a letaer extent,  operational aeaturei will  alto lapact on tactical 

effacts.*^    Having  exaeined the purpose,  principles,   and methoüs  of 

tiskirovki,   let us turn   to see how  aaflriPayira actions  are planned  and 

control led. 

boviet  doctrine continually emphasizes the importance ot  centralized 

control  ot deception efforts.    As noted previously,  all  units are expected to 

take passive-type concealaent efforts without specific ordert froa higher 

coaaands.    However,  active deception aeaturet taken without ordert or 
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coordination  «n viewed at a serious potential  cause tor disruption of   tr.r 

higher   level   operation,     in his   IVbu article on tasnroi'ka,   uashevsfiy 

renders  a 174/ historical   example  ot  an Hrny commander  who  executed 

»»skirovki on  his  OHO,  the author  s point  beinq  to show  "how   independent 

initiative on  the part ot  the commanding general,   displayed  without 

coordinating   deception measures  with  tront  headquarters,   trustrated  the   front 

ottensive operation  plan."^    Uashevskiy advocates  that  deception  ettorts must 

be integrated  even   among  fronts  in  order  to be successful.     in  reviewing 

experiences  in the  breat  Patriotic  Mar,  Matsulenko concludes  that  by the  end 

of  the  Mar,   tront  commanders were making  the decisions and  plans to execute 

»askirovki according to the  intent  of  the  supreme  High  Lommand.     bven at   aray 

level,   the role was  one of  execution.^ 

In  developing  plans  for  »»skirovka efforts,   Soviet  writings call  tor 

consideration of the Mission ot  the true operation, the intent ot  the 

deception, the enemy,  the terrain,  and the resources available in  terns of 

both troop units and technical  means.    With respect to the enemy,   knowledge 

of his capabilities and plans are considered as  important  as  specific 

consideration of his reconnaissance capabilities,     in addition to 

consideration  of these factors,  boviets emphasize that commanders must 

display creativity,  resourcefulness,  and initiative in devising plans for 

»»skirovk» in  accordance with the principles listed earlier. 

beveral   boviet  articles describe the development ot  a staff system for 

the planning  and supervision of  concealment,  camouflage and  deception.    Ht 

the outset of   world  war  11,  responsibilities tor planning and  supervision 

laid with the chief   ot engineers within a command  in accordance with hield 

bervice Kegulations  and a specific  command directive ot that   time.5-3    Uunng 

the second period of  the war,  special  staffs at army and tront   level  were 

organized to  develop concealment  and  deception plans,     these  ftaffs  were 
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cümprised ot   pirtonnil  +roi thi variout itaf* iictiom o+  thi htadquarttn  it 

weil   as rtpresentativt« froR  ttchmcai  urvici units.    By tht third period of 

thi war,  the front «tat* had lairgid  as the priiary organizer  of ■isHriroi'i'a 

efforts,  Nitn  this planning being done in a  "close hold"  manner of strict 

secrecy.^    t-or current application,   Uashevskiy advocates that  organization 

and conduct  of  »tskirovk» efforts are  a coanand responsibility  and should not 

be relegated  to the engineer  or any  one particular  staff  agency.s/ 

boviet  writings  cosaonly  include exaaplet of   strident «easures taken 

during  the Mar to insure secrecy while planning operations,     there are no 

hints that such «easures would not  be  applicable  today,     flannmg documents 

would be drawn up by hand in  only one copy.     Loeeanders would  be told  only 

their  specific missions without  knowledge of  other  aspects of   the operation. 

Division commanders were given  orders  verbally only two days prior to  an 

operation.    Support  elements  were sometimes  excluded from planning and 

logistical  actions would be handled  by the operations section  conducting the 

planning.i)b    Hestnctions were placed  on coeeunications with use of  telephones 

being  forbidden,    if  necessary,  plans  were  cosaumcated by courier,     in the 

case of  the 20 Ukrainian front  and the  lasi-Kishi nev operation  of  1V44,  only 

five personnel  had any knowledge of   the operation  up to four  days prior to 

its initiation—the commander,   the Military council member,  the chief  of 

staff,  and the chiefs of operations  and arti llery.^ 

the »»skirovk»  efforts conducted  by the  lit  Ukraman front  during the 

Lvov-bandomierz  operation of   July and  ttugust  1V44  provide a typical  example 

of  deception  doctrine as it  had developed by the  third period  of  the  tireat 

fatnotic War.     It  is also representative of  the  type experience from  that 

war  that has drawn renewed boviet interest  and examination within this 

decade.     In  July the front was deployed fro« the  south edge of   the Knpet 

Marshes across the Dniester Kiver and  was assigned  seven  combined arms armies 
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«r.d  trirtt tank  iniai.     Ik« hront,   Mith  Held  narsnall  ot   trie boviet  Unnon 

Ivan   b.   Kontv commanding,  had  tne  mission  of   attacking in  tne direction  of 

Kava-Nusfkai   and Lvov  to destroy  the berman  Northern  Ukraine «rmv  broup  and 

liberate  the Western  Ukraine.      lo  support  the  operation,   the front   planned, 

organized  and conducted  a deception  to portray the  main axis of   advance 

toward  btamslav,  on  its  left  flank,   while concealing  the true  directions  on 

which   its operational   formations  were  to be  committed,     the Hront   ordered   its 

southernmost  units,  the   1st  buards  and   lUth  Hrmies,   to simulate   the 

concentration of  a tank  army in  each of  their  zones.     As these simulations 

were conducted,  the front's mobile groups,  the  1st  buards   lank,   the 60 buards 

lank,   and  the 4th   lank  Mrmes actually  regrouped for   attack  on  the  front 

r-.ght  flank  and  center.     Ihe experience of  th«  lüth  Amy provides  an 

excellent  example of  a  boviet  simulati on. fc'-' 

Ihe  Itith r.rmy planned and  directed  the aaskirovka efforts  by   forming   a 

special   staff  operational  group  which  reported  to the Lhief  of   btaff,  benerai 

KK.   Uzerov.     ihe group  consisted  o    eight  officers  from the various staff 

sections and  included engineer,   artillery,  signal,  political,  transportation, 

and chemical  representatives,     it  was headed  by tne deputy chief   of  army 

staff   operations department,  Loionel   boloveykin.     me  t-ront  provided a  full 

time  representative and  advisor,   an engineer  major  by the name  of   Momotov. 

Front  allocated   lUth Amy   1UU men  of   the  Defensive Lonstruction 

Administration,  a platoon of  the 22a camouflage company,  two platoons of   a 

reserve engineer  battalion and   1^6  tank  mock-ups as  a start.     Ihe  ftrmy 

utilized three engineer  battalions,   two rifle  battalions,   a  tank   destroyer 

squadron,  two self-propelled artillery batteries,  an  anti-aircraft  artillery 

regiment,  and three signal companies of  various function.    Additionally, 

twenty  trucks,  three tractors,   two trains,  and several   loudspeaker  sound 

units  were utilized. 
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ihff smuiatjon Mac conductid dring the period o+  ♦•Jttl July and included 

rail  HoveMtnt ot the forces, unloading at two itatiom, eoveeent  troa the 

unloading point« to the atteaby area, occupation o4 the aiieably area,  and 

finally,  aoveaent into attack pottiom.     the rail aoveaent and unloading Mat 

conducted with tank aock-upi on  flat cart which were aoved at night to the 

unloading station! but deliberately displayed to tieraan aerial  reconnaissance 

in  the aorning.    Movement  to the  asseably areas Mas priaarily portrayed by 

the tank  destroyers and self-propelled guns.    Day aoveaents Mould  be 

conducted so as to display the activity to aerial  reconnaissance.     Night 

movBtients Mere also siaulated using disaounted troops with flashlights to 

look  like headlights of vehicles,     the lights Mere deliberately  lit  long 

enough to attract aerial  reconnaissance and then  "blacked out"  Mhen the 

aircraft  approached  for a closer   look.     Loudspeakers Mere used to broadcast 

sounds of  Moving equipaent. 

Mithin the area for concentration of  the tank aray,  positions Mere 

designated and aock-ups set up for separate brigades and regiaenti.    A total 

of  OJ tank  aock-ups, 612 gun aock-ups,  and 2vv vehicle aock-ups Mere 

deployed,     rtock-ups of vo field  kitchens Mere also constructed.     A false 

airfield Mas built and six aircraft aock-ups were displayed.    « garrison of 

troops was assigned  to each assenoly area to aniaate and guard the displays, 

hadio nets were also established  to support the notional  concentration.     Proa 

H-U July,  only communications checks Mere aade.    hroa  li July on, 

transmissions were  imitated.     Un   lb July,   signal  stations Mere aoved forward 

in  preparation for  the "attack."   hadio procedures Merc conducted by standard 

methods with call  signs froa the  Hray s existing code. 

Un the night of   iv July,   "tank"  regiments Mere siaulated aoving into 

forward  attack positions,   just  prior to beginning the actual  attack,    un  ^l 

July,   ist  tiuards and  lUth Hraies  actually did attack  in the southern part of 
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tne hront  tont toMard btamclav.    HoMivtr,  tne frontal offensivt wai  already 

well   developed by  this tine.     Mrtt  echelon  armies  to the north had  comnenced 

the offensive at early at U  July,     ihe  three tank  armies tormng the  true 

operational   reterve had been  coamtted  on   16 and  1/  July. 

wniie  simulation  was certainly the ettential  means of  deception  in thit 

operation,   the other  three methods were  employed at well,     uitinformation of 

the  local   populace was conducted in order  to convince them of  the 

authenticity of  the simulated  regrouping uting the Army newspaper ar.d  staged 

activities  for public  consumption such  at tank crews atking for  directions to 

the assembly areat.    concealment was ettential   to effect the simulated 

regrouping  with the netted retourcet.     Vehicles made reverte movements at 

night,  bypattting populated areat to that  they could  simulate forward 

movements  again  the next day.     Loncealment  wat alto extensively employed to 

hide the true areat of  concentration  for  the three tank armies,    natsulenko 

claims that  the regrouping of  the Ist  tiuardt   lank Hrmy and  the  10th   lank 

lorpt of  the 4th   lank  Army wat undetected.     Actual  regrouping that wat 

detected cauted confution among barman  intelligence.61    üemonstration  actiont 

also supported the deception.     Several   reconnaissance in force missions were 

conducted  by  loth Army forces  to indicate preparation for  a mechanized 

offensive within that  zone. 

uashevskiy claims that  the combined  »askirovK»  efforts of  the  Ibth and 

1st  tiuardt  Armies were  successful   in  fixing  four  berman reserve divisions  in 

their area  of  the front zone.6^    In any case the success of  a deception can 

only be reflected  in the accomplishment  of  the true mission,     in this  case, 

the  itt Ukraman hront  encircled and dettroyed the berman  XUl  uorpt  vicinity 

brody,  subsequently advanced  to and crotted  the Vistula Niver,   and tecured  a 

key bridgehead vicinity bandoeierz which  wat  later  to serve as a jump  off 

point  for  the Vittula-Uder operation. 
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ihe Lvov-bandQMiirz   Uptration demonstrates  «any  facets  ot  boviet 

»»skirovk»  doctrine,    t-irtt,  it  Mas a typical   deception operation of  the 

breit  Patriotic War   in that it   emphasized a simulation effort to mislead  the 

enemy as to  where mobile reserves Mere  being concentrated,   thereby concealing 

their true  intentions,    äoviet  deception efforts for  this operation 

demonstrated  the four methods of  usKtrovka as  Men  as the four principles, 

but  especially plausibility,  activity,   and continuity.     Ihe deception  effort 

was planned   in strict secrecy by a small   operations group.     Measures directed 

for  the effort were very  detailed and  very extensive  in terms of  scale,     this 

operation  was not  atypical  in  terms of   the type and  amount  of resources 

dedicated  to  the deception effort. 

ihe same principles applied at the front  and army level  can be seen at 

the tactical   level   in »askirovka  applied by divisions,    bverdlov recounts an 

example of   the 26th buards Kifie Division which  conducted a  crossing  of  the 

Neman Kiver   in  1V44.     Ihe division established  a decoy assembly area for  an 

assault crossing with two rifle battalions,  a  tank company,  three artillery 

and mortar   batteries,  a combat  engineer  company,  and  two radio stations. 

utter   the decoy units had moved  to their area,   the remainder ot  the division 

moved under   concealment  to an  actual  assembly  area  lä  kilometers away.     Ihe 

next  morning  the division conducted a  successful crossing while the decoy 

elements  fought  heavy berman resistance.ilU 

Ihe  boviet emphasis  on their World  War   II   experiences   in ttskirovki   is 

not  at  all   an  indication  of a failure  to realize the  new challenges  that 

today  a technology poses  for deception   operations.     Articles recounting  these 

experiences  of  more  than  forty   years  ago  invariably  recognize the  vastly 

incrsdsed   capaoitities of  today  s reconnaissance means.    However,   it   is  the 

recocimtion  of  today s and tomorrow s  capabilities that has   inspired  their 

focused  study  of  their  historical  experience due to  the perception  that 
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t.ichnology hat increaitö the importance of mskirovka  in war.  it is obvious 

by some articles that not all leaders in the Ked Army are completely sold on 

the eHectivmess or executabi lity oi   »askirovka.     However it is the views of 

those that are sold that continue to make it to the press in Moscow. 

IV.       rtNHLVblb 

Kroperly  planned  and executed deception  operations will  make it 
possible for  operational   and tactical  commanders to  "hide the real' 
and display the false."  H. vu-i; 

...during   the years of  the war  two main  trends   in  deception,   as  it were, 
evolved:     to conceal  that which  is,  and  to  show that  which  is not. 
(•.     bverdlov 

ihe preceding surveys of  b.ä.   Hrmy battlefield  deception doctrine and 

boviet nskirovki  reveal  much similarity,     both battlefield deception  ana 

taskirovka  are  forms  of   support for  combat  operations  that contribute to the 

security and  turvivabi1ity of  forces as well   as  the achievement  of  surprise, 

both  focus on  a  central  theme of hiding the real  and portraying the false. 

While techniques and  methods may be categorized  differently,  both concepts 

recognize the same tools for  conducting deception operations.    Both  concepts 

also  recognize  chat  deception efforts must  be coordinated at higher  levels  of 

command if  they are to be effective and that  the big payoff  for deception  is 

actually at  the operational  rather  than the  tactical   level.    Both the united 

btates Hrmy and  the boviet military consider  deception applicable  in  times  of 

peace and preparation   for war  as well   as during  war.     Lastly,   both  armies 

face  training  deficiencies and  leader  skepticism concerning the subject  of 

deception despite  their  advocacy ot   its virtues.04 

if  we are  to see  potential   improvements  for  our  own  doctrine,   however, 

it  is  the differences  and not  the similarities  that  are  important.     As with 

the similarities,  comparison of  the  two concepts reveals some obvious 

differences,     uthers  are more subtle  but nevertheless  significant.     Ihe 

purpose here  is  to review these differences,  examine them in detail,  attempt 
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to expuin  them,   and  «ttiblish thtir  significance. 

Perhaps  the most  striking difference between the Soviets and  us with 

reqard  to deception  is  that  of  scale.    Current  writings emphasize  the very 

extensive efforts that   were given to camouflage,  cover,  and  deception during 

the ureat Katnotic Mar.    tnployient of hundredi and even thousands of  tank, 

vehicle,  and gun mock-ups for  an operation HAS not  exceptional,    flatsulenko 

reports of  ^4U  kilometers of   vertical  mask  being  constructed to conceal   troop 

concentrations  in the  tiandosierz bridgehead  prior to the Vistuta-Uder 

operation.bä    Mel   nikov  describes complete  smoke screens across an  army  front 

as typical  by  lV4ä.6fa    While  these particular  examples are at the  level  of 

major  operations,  rather than  battles,  they  illustrate the  prominence of 

■aftirevll  in  boviet  miitary  art and indicate boviet  willingness to 

commit   great  effort  to  its accomplishment. 

ll.b.  experience does include deception operations of  some magnitude, 

uperation hUKllllllUb,   for the cross-channel   invasion  in June  1744,  ana 

uperation vitKbtN,  for  the Khini crossing  in  March   lV4b,  are both examples of 

deception operations  of  considerable scale.      Ihese were exceptional,  nowever. 

Ihi experiences  of   the  ^a Headquarters bpecial   troops,  which was   involved  in 

most  of   the major  deception  operatnons in   the turopean theater  during  World 

Mar  ll,  show that  Uperation  bbilbnuUUKb was  «ore typical  in  terms of  scale 

than were these other  operations. 

(his higher  degree of  importance rendered to deception  in boviet 

military thought  is also reflected  in the difference as to when deception 

win  be conducted.     Uur  doctrine offers considerations for  whether  or  not 

deception efforts  should be  undertaken,     lo  the Soviets,  however,   success  of 

an operation   is  inconceivable  without  taskirovka.b/     tlaskirovka  Measures   "must 

be accomplished   in  all   forms,   in any situation."6U     HS resource  justification 

is one of our  concerns  in determining whether  deception should be eeployed, 



greater  availability  of  resources  tor the Soviets   nay be   considered  as  one 

factor contributing   to this  difference.     However,   contrasts in   scope, 

content,   and purpose  also contribute to  the disparity as   to when »tskirnvk» 

or  deception should   be applied. 

It is clear fron the surveys  that our deception doctrine and boviet 

ask uovka  have significant   differences   in  terms  of  content and  scope. 

ttaskirovka  consists   of  a  conplex   of  coordinated  measures   which   include  those 

that  MB would categorize under the programs of  deception,   camouflage,   and 

UfbtL.    uespite the  considered opinion of  the uiH  that  "deception" is  the 

closest single word   translation for   "askirovka"   the fact   remains that 

"camouflage"  is the   single  word  translation that   is most   comnonlv used,     irus 

is certainly not   inaccurate  as »»skirovka  entails  all  of   the measures   that  we 

call  camouflage,  but  nuch  more as  well.     While we  think  of  camouflage  in 

terms of   masking   individual   weapons systems or  positions,   Soviets think  of 

camouflaging operations.     AK b^u-l  defines üKbhL  as  "the  process of  denying 

adversaries  information about friendly capabilities and  intentions by 

identifying,  tontrol l ing,  and protecting  indicators associated  witn the 

planning and conducting of  military operations and  other   activities." 

Haskirovk»   integrates  all   these measures  within  a  unified   effort  directed 

toward a  single purpose. 

»nother  perhaps  more  subtle  way in  which the  content   and  scope of   bc.iet 

»asktrovka  varies  from our   deception doctrine is   with regard to  focus.     While 

our  doctrine  is actually a  rather  generic  treatment  of  the subject,  it   is 

clear  from  the boviet  authors that  they  are focused  on mid- to  high intensity 

conflict  against the  United  btates  in particular  and the  western powere  in 

general.     Iheir World  War   il  experiences   in burope  and Manchuria  serve  as a 

baseline for  their   current  aaskirovki doctrine below the  strategic level. 

When changes from  this baseline are discussed,  the  discussion commonly 
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includes specific reference to U.S. or western capabilities and doctrine. 

iruMiqh they have fought a series of lesser conflicts since ivo, their rei.f>nt 

discussions of operational and tactical »askirovka  do not spend attention on 

these experiences nor have their operations such as in Hfghamstan typified 

their doctrinal »askirovka  measures at the operational and tactical levels. 

H detailed look at how Soviets conduct »askirovk»  also reveals some 

significant differences when contrasted with our deception doctrine,  these 

differences are seen specifically in the areas of attention given to modern 

technology and its impacts, development of norms and quantitative standards 

for deception efforts, organization of staff effort for planning, and 

supervision and nonitonng of the execution of deception operations. 

ihe use of such technologies as radar and infrared detection have been 

key to Much of our recent efforts for developing and fielding intelligence 

collection capabilities.  We recognize that Soviet collection capabilites are 

technologically comparable to ours but our doctrine for deception and 

CJOTOUIlaqe pay little attention to modern technology. Neither the iv/U 

version or the new hn vu-^ address these areas specifically. Uur current 

field manual on camouflage, published in ivbb, includes a one paragraph 

discussion of both radar and infrared detection.  While the Soviets are 

certainly not giving away all their detailed secrets, their open source 

writings on the topic of camouflage and deception give much more attention to 

■Odern technologies and how they win utilize them or frustrate the enemy s 

us« of them,  hd vu-J categorizes our deception measures as visual, sonic, 

olfactcry, and electronic.  Ihe 'soviet Military Encyclopedia differentiates 

Mflrjfepfe« measures as optical, thermal, radar, radio and electronic, sound, 

and hydroacoustic.  Shchedrov's ivb6 article on "Camouflaging troops Luring 

Kegrouping and naneuver" shows that these technologies have had consioerable 

attention fur some time now.  ihe conclusion here is not that there is any 
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gap In divilopatnt ot thut ttchnoloqitt for intalligtnci colitction or tor 

dictption, but that tntrt n t gap in tnataant of that« tichnologitt in our 

doctrinal littraturi. 

Soviat guidanca for  tht conduct of  tiskirovk* alto variti fro« our 

doctrina in that thoy hava typically applied a quantitativ« approacn  in 

analyzing thair pait axparianc« and developing norms or  standard; an  which 

future  planning could be bated,    ähchedrov develops a   "coefficient ot 

canouflaqe volume" which  he advocates as a useful  measure for  comparison of 

natural   camouflage along  various movement routes and a  batit for estimating 

additional caaouflage effort needed.    Beketov includa« a table that 

quantifies tha capacity of  forattt to conceal  troop units.    Hattulenko 

quantifies World Nar  11  experience for capacities of  foratts and villages to 

provida natural cover for  densities of troopt.     iheta «aaa tourcet alto 

includa experience bated data for tha effort required to  install  and reaove 

aock-upt and to prepare falte potitiont.    A quantitativa orientation of thit 

type it absent  froe our currant doctrina for deception,  ÜPtfkl,  or caaouflage. 

lhare ara alto significant contrattt mth regard to how planning of 

deception it accoaplithed.     üur doctrine layt out a vary complete and 

logically tequantial procate for proceeding fro« receipt of a aittion to 

completion of  a deception annex and iaplaaenting tchaduia.    Soviet writings 

are not at explicit in how plant ara developed but do indicate that 

eaftiroflra plant,  like our deception annex,  are tupport  plant bated on "the 

Commander s decision for tha operation  (battle)  and hi«  inttructiont on the 

typ« of  tupport in which he attignt the «ittiont and designates 

(resources).-6''    Lxaaplat of boviet plan« fro« Morld Mar  11 show that they are 

«'«ilar  in tarat of type inforaation pr«t«ntad to our  iapl«««nting schedule«. 

Loaaand and staff  rolat in preparing deception plant are different. 

While our doctrine eaphatiiat noraal  ttaff procedural for developing plant, 
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they clearly emphasize close hold procedures for developing operations and 

camoutiage plans,    boviet  writings indicate that in order  to preserve 

secrecy,   planning Mill  be  conducted by  a select  group,  similar to the 

operational  groups of  the breat Patriotic Mar,  that Mill  be supervised by the 

chief of   statt./,J   (he degree of  secrecy  routinely practiced  by the Soviets 

during the Nar  contrasts  sharply with  our emphasis on  aaitragstiktik  and 

decentralized leadership  based on commander s  intent,     it  is also interesting 

to  note that while our deception doctrine stresses intelligence support   (and 

is   largely developed by our  intelligence branch;,  the boviet statt  groups 

during the Nar otten did  not  include an  intelligence statt  member.     Kecent 

writings  however,  have indicted this shortcoming and now emphasize the 

necessity   ot  intelligence.71 

Ms plans are completed and execution begins, both the  boviets and we 

address the importance ot   monitoring progress ot  the deception,     there  is 

divergence,  however,  in  where these monitoring  ettorts are focused.     Uur 

doctrine emphasizes close  monitoring of   enemy  reactions to our deception 

efforts through  intelligence collection  and feedback.     Nhat  is emphasized, 

however,   in boviet writing  is constant,   strict  and systematic supervision ot 

tneir own  efforts.    Supervision and inspection  includes checking efforts with 

the same  type of  collection assets that  will  be employed by the enemy.     While 

both doctrines consider  both aspects and neither doctrine considers either 

unimportant,  the  emphasis  in our doctrine is clearly on watching the enemy 

while the  emphasis  in boviet  writings  is on watching themselves,     this 

ditferencL   is an   indicator  ot  a broader  difference in  emphasis. 

ihe boviets and we both recognize  that the crux  of  the  issue  is hiding 

the real   and displaying  the  false.    Comparatively,  however,   the boviet 

concept of   aaskirovka emphasizes the former while our  deception doctrine 

emphasizes  the latter,     un  our  part,  the emphasis on portraying the false can 
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largely bt explained  by  the  distinction we have drawn  between  UKbtL  and 

deception,    from the Soviet  view,  portraying the false is undertaken tocause 

«odern  technologies make  it  impossible to totally hide the true,  as reflected 

in the following: 

indeed it is hardly possible to conceal the locations  of  troops 
completely when the  enemy has eodern reconnaissance equipment, 
that  is why it  is necessary  to organize diversionary operations 
skillfully and set  up  dummy  installations.^ 

ihis difference  in  empnasis  is also reflected  in  the results that both 

armies  look for as a result  of   their  deception efforts.     Battlefield 

deception seeks to  induce the enemy  to take an action  which  is  favorable to 

or   exploitable by us.     In  order   to  induce this action   it   is  iecessary  tor  us 

to   "control  and manage hostile  commanders    perceptions  of   friendly 

capabilities and  intention."^    Mhile boviet writings convey  that  they  like to 

achieve such results from »askirovlta,  their efforts are focused  on 

Maintaining the secrecy of  their  own dispositions and  intentions,     if  this 

can  t be achieved through  denial,  then distraction  and diversion win  be 

added,    bhchedrov points out  that while eodern technologies have made passive 

measures alone inadequate,  the main effort now is to confuse the enemy. 

Lonfusing the enemy,  or   increasing his uncertainty,   is clearly easier  to 

achieve than is inducing the enemy to take a specific  desired  action,     ihe 

latter  requires not  increasing  the enemy's uncertainty but  increasing his 

conviction of  a falsehood. 

ihese more  limited  results  sought  'rom »»skirovk»  are wholly  in  line with 

its purpose—to coni.'?bute to the achievement of  surprise.     Lolonei  J. 

^eltowski  offers the following  definition for  surprise: 

a phenomenon produced  by unexpected vigorous action by the enemy, 
action which exerts  a powerful  psychological  affect,  disrupting 
one s  inner equilibrium and  thus depriving one of   the ability to 
react  quickly and  effectively  to  a threatening  danger.I,/4 

in  addition to the psychologically disorganizing and  incapacitating 
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iHectt Mintionid, Sovitt» alto look to lurpriti to cauti fiar,  NMkantd 

•orale,  and perhaps panic.     Lombat  operations conducted  in accordance with 

the principles ot  aobility and high  tempo,  creation of  the necessary 

superiority,  and concentration of  e+tort Mill  provide the  "vigorous"  action. 

tiskirovki,   in conjunction  with the other eeans ot  achieving  surprise,  eust 

insure that these vigorous action are unexpected. 

in the end,   it  is this difference in the role and  prominence of  the 

principle of  surprise that  explains Many substantive differences  in how the 

Soviets approach »askirovka  and how we approach deception.    While our 

doctrine recognizes the importance of surprise,  it does not eaphasize this 

principle as do the äoviets.     According to  laktika  UVU4),   "the element of 

surprise has long been the most  important principle of  the art  of  Mar."^ 

Beyond the degree of  emphasis for  surprise as a principle,  there  is 

difference in the role surprise holds within the two doctrines.     Llausewitz 

cites the utility of  surprise as twofold—as a aeans to gain numerical 

superiority and as a aeans to effect  the enemy psychologically.^    Uur doctrine 

is more focused on the first of  these effects while consideration of  the 

psychological  aspects is far more evident in boviet thought. 

V.      UUNLLUblUNb. 

Ihe study of  boviet  »»skirovka  reveals by contrast  some distinct 

differences in how they approach deception and how our  doctrine treats 

deception,     ihe question  at  hand,  then,  is how this study suggests that we 

might  improve our doctrine,     ihe value of  the study in  answering  this 

question  is not  limited to  seeing  specific pieces of  »»skirovka  which we 

should borrow and  incorporate into our doctrine.    Kather,   the value of  the 

study  is m the examination  of  our  doctrine from a different  perspective. 

t-rom that different perspective,  areas for  improvement  do become apparent. 
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ihi fint iMprovcatnt we could make would be to increase our doctrinal 

emphasis on surprise and its effects,  ihe first tenet of our HtrLand battle 

doctrine is initiative and our keystone manual states that, "initiative 

requires a constant effort to force the enemy to conform to our operational 

purpose and tempo while retaining our own freedom of action.'•//  this clearly 

indicates that initiative is not merely exercised but, due to the interactive 

nature of war, is something which must be seized and maintained,  burpnse, 

"a phenomenon produced by unexpected vigorous action," can provide the 

opportunity for seizure of the initiative.  It is a key in being active as 

opposed to reactive,  in discussing initiative, t-n IUU-D mentions surprise 

for the attack, burpnse is also addressed as a characteristic of all 

successful offensive operations,  burpnse is not addressed with regard to 

the defense, as it should be noted, boviets do.  in the sections where it is 

addressed our treatment of surprise tends to be somewhat negative or at least 

reserved as indicated in the following: 

10 sum up, surprise can be a vital ifrgredient of succesful offensive 
operations. But it can nevir be guaranteed, and even when achieved, 
rarely lasts./u 

total surprise is indeed very difficult to achieve, av our doctrine 

recognizes.  Partial surprise, however, can still be affective and can be 

achieved more easily,  ihe effects of surprise are by nature temporary but 

present lucrative opportunity when aggressively exploited,  ihe principle of 

surprise has increased in importance with the advent of HirLand battle 

doctrine and needs to be given more emphasis and positive treatment. 

ihe second area suggested for improvement concerns our complex of 

p>ugrams and functions that are related to the elements of surprise and 

security.  In pursuing these two principles, our doctrine seems to have 

violated a third principle--that. of simplicity. Despite the fact that these 

programs are mutually supporting, that deception can support or be supported 
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by UKbtL, the fact rsiaini that these an two separate proqraas that develop 

two separate annexes for our operation« plans. When MI turn to the UKbtL 

annex as presented in HK 6-iU-l, we find that protective «easures under UfbbL 

nay include deception, jamming, caeouflage, or physical destruction,  mese, 

less caeouflage, are the components of L^LH, a strategy covered by a third 

regulation and defined as the integrated use of UKübC, Military deception, 

jamming and physical destruction./v What is clear in this confusion is that 

the same measures are involved in different prograes, that any hierarchy it 

cloudy at best, and that the «ere complexity can jeopardize efforts being 

placed most efficiently toward the true purpose. 

Uur own experience provides a possible basis for leproving this 

situation. Prior to the IV/b hield Manual yo-^, tactical Deception, our 

doctrine included the integrated concept of tactical cover and deception. 

Lover was defined ast 

Measures designed to provide security to a plan, operation, or 
activity. Cover includes special measures taken to snield the real 
plan, operation, or activity as Nell as to intensify normal security 
and passive defense measures. 

Hs an integrated concept, cover and deception measures were defined as: 

those passive measures intended to withhold information from the 
enemy as through security and concealment (cover) coupled with those 
active measures accomplished with the intention that the enemy will 
detect then (deception). 

UKbbL was clearly a basic element subordinate to tactical cover and 

deception.00 While the tactical cover and deception estimate and annex 

presented by our old manuals do not show the detail developed in our current 

publications, the fact that they called for only one planning effort to be 

iccomplished would seem to yield simplicity as well as integration.  ihe 

similarity between the above definition for cover and deception measures and 

the boviet distinction ot active and passive nskirovka  is also noteworthy. 

ihe third area suggested for improvement in our doctrine is related to 
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what Ni expect +rom deception.  In surveying deception failures as Mil ss 

successes, our new t-n vu-i points out that unreasonable expectations are a 

coninon reason tor failure of deception efforts.  In reviewing our own 

doctrine, however, it becomes evident that perhaps we tend to set our 

expectations for deception unreasonably high. As pointed out in the 

preceeding analysis, our deception doctrine seeks to induce the enemy to take 

a specific action which is favorable to or exploitable by us.  ihe examples 

given in our Manuals bear out that our deception objectives will be very 

specific on what it is that the enemy is expected to do.  consequently, thecp 

objectives are very difficult to achieve,  uur doctrine recognizes that there 

are some deception objectives that are easier to achieve than others,  ihese 

include objectives which call for the enemy not to act rather than act, whicn 

reinforce preconceptions, or which confuse the enemy by overloading his 

collection system. Üur doctrine could be improved by increasing the emphasis 

on these types of more reasonable deceptions and decreasing the emphasis on 

trying to make Ked Hrmy bist Bn commander give the command to move the 

majority of his battalion's troop, armor, and HUA assets from hill 4äö to 

hill I/O  no later than 4U hours prior to the commencement of blue offensive, 

ihis is not to say that the latter type ot deception objective is 

unreasonable, but that the other types win be more frequently appropriate to 

enemy situations and availability of resources. Uur doctrine includes an 

excellent methodology for development of deception plans. We need to insure 

our objectives are attainable. 

Lastly, we need to provide our Army with more specifics with regard to 

deception,  bkepticism is likely to remain in much of the army until it sees 

that deception is indeed executable.  While doctrine itself is only intended 

to provide guiding principles and operational concepts, there remains a void 

in our training and literature with regard to specific techniques. 

Ul 
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capabilities of dtctption equipnent, e++»cts oi  terrain and weather, 

signatures ot various activities, and capabilities ot various surveillance 

neans.  While classification oi  soae intonation Mould obviously be 

restrictive, laying out some hard tacts and planning factors through such 

media as training circulars could give leaders and planners throughout the 

army a better grasp ot how to see, how to hide, and how to mislead.  me 

result would be a lot «ore confidence in the viability of deception and our 

ability to execute it. 

the U.b. Hrmy is heading in the right direction with regard to 

deception,  we have an overall doctrine within which deception can truly be a 

vital element,  bood efforts are being eade in developing equipment and 

fielding force structure that will enhance our capability to perform 

battlefield deception at the tactical level.  Uur new battlefield deception 

manual sets deception within a coordinated framework at the tactical, 

operational, and strategic levels,  these suggestions for improvement can 

assist in developing a deception capability that will help us to achieve 

surprise, seize the initiative and defeat the enemy in the next war. 
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